
 

 

We lit out of Eugene Oregon at 4:30 pm on Thursday,  ZSteve , legoboyjj,  and myself  Rain or shine. 

Heading south to California and the first In and Out Burger we could find.  We had been planning the 

trip for three weeks by now and were ready to find a crazy amount of caches on the TRAIL OF THE 

GODS.  Wednesday, the night before we were planning on leaving, one of the caches on the Trail of the 

Gods was archived.  Shit I said to myself as I pulled up the map on geocaching.com, they�re archiving 

them all. Well that changes the vacation plans.  I emailed the NGA to see if the caches were still 

available to find.  The response was precluded by the disclaimer �not for public dissemination�  and 

then the answer I was hoping for, the caches were not going to be picked up till April 22rd.  �YES!� I 

shouted with a fist pump. 

After driving through the night we stopped for our first cache in Tehachapi  which gave me the 3rd of 

the 4 caches I needed to complete my own private challenge cache of finding one cache in every town 

mentioned in the Little Feat song Willin, the best truck driving song ever.  You know the one, �I�ve been 

from Tucson to Tucumcari, Tehachapi  to Tonopah� .   

We cached our way to Primm, the caching head quarters for our mission.  72 caches later it was  5:30 

pm when my head hit the pillow.  It was immediate lights out having just snoozed occasionally in the car 

the night before.   

The alarm woke me at 10:30 pm which signaled the time to start our 24 hour caching extravaganza.  We 

met in the lobby rubbing sleep out of our eyes silently contemplating what the day ahead held in store 

for us.  We hopped in the legoboys geo rig a 1996 Toyota 4 runner which has taken us all of the Pacific 

Northwest on many caching adventures.  Ahh yes, I fondly remember the light pole in Boise Idaho, the 

cache that marked the first time I found one hundred caches in a day and legoboys 4 Runner was 

there(so was legoboyjj and Mighty Beav of the BeavTeam).  Fuel, ice, and we were on our way to the 

Trail of the Gods. 

So now it�s 2359 hours and we are waiting not so patiently for the stroke of midnight to begin our 

journey.  Others before us were stymied by injury and auto failure, hopefully we would not be left 

stranded in the dust with only our dreams.   

0000 hrs Friday April 16th, Game ON! Needle nose pliers in hand I opened the first cache turned the log 

over and ZSteve adhered the sticker to the log sheet.  We all hopped in the geo rig, the accelerator was 

down and we were off to the second cache.  The first cache found and signed in less than one minute, 

now if we could only keep this pace�. 

The first leg of our trip was in the flats west of the Excelsior Mine Road.  These we were the kinds of 

roads we were hoping for, flat and sandy.  Every cache the doors would fly open and we would step out 

of the geo rig in to a world of fine  brown powdery dust, the geo rig piloted by legoboy dropping us 

within 5 to 20 feet of the cache.  Container opened, log exposed, sticker applied, zoom away. Container 

opened, log exposed, sticker applied, zoom away. Container opened, log exposed, sticker applied, zoom 

away. 
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After 2 hours in the flats and 95 caches we reached the mountains and everything slowed own.  The 

road became hard and rocky. Soft landings and a smooth corners, were replaced with spine 

compressing bumps and quick stops to avoid shark tooth sharp rocks.  This was at 0200 hours in the 

dark of the morning.  Legoboy had one eye on the road and the other on his Garmin Colorado.  The 

Colorado was well prepared with aerial views of the side roads leading to the towers.  Our hourly out 

put slowed to 18 caches per hour.   

Once we got out of the mountains and back in the sand our speed picked up.  Back were the hours of 

speed caching along with the lung filing dust.  We crossed Death Valley Road and headed toward the 

west end of the series.  We drove across a dry lake and picked up a cache near a boat suspended above 

the dry lake 6 feet in the air.  A perfect photo op.   

One of my favorite things this on the trip was seeing the desert in bloom.  The beautiful purples and 

yellows contrasting with earthier tones.  It was interesting to note the different plants that bloomed at 

varying locations.  The Joshua trees on the lower stretches and the prickly pear as we gained elevation.   

We hit the western most cache of the series and headed to the pavement.  Now we needed to make 

some speed.  A quick gas stop in Baker and we were off to the Presidents.   Another fun series in the 

flats.  Zoom  Zoom in and out quick. Found a replacement cache at the towers and the original in the 

Joshua tree like the clue said.  Signed �em both just in case. (Second cache not included in total.) 

Back up the Excelsior mining road and head west.  The road was a little rough at first, only to get 

rougher ahead.  So far we were banging out about 35 caches an hour.  12 hours to go.  It was slow gong 

through the mountains, finding mostly mint tins, but an occasional Nevada Nano.  The Nevada Nano is a 

site to see, but wouldn�t hide itself well in downtown Eugene.   

We did come across a couple of cachers from Colorado, but only stopped long enough to apply a sticker 

on the log sheet.  Off again, another hour in the mountains and we could see the flats and Primm in the 

distance.  Winding out of the mountains we stopped at the last tower on the descent.  It was time for a 

short break to view the area ahead.  When we hit the flat we caught second, third or was it our fourth 

wind.  Once in the flats it was time to fulfill legoboys desire to wrangle 50 caches in an hour.  Around 

the tower, in the car and off again2 caches in 2 minutes.  In the geo rig bounce to the next  cache and 

then the next.  6 caches in 7 minutes, we were losing ground. Finally 50 caches found heading to the 

51st, bail out grab the cache slap on a sticker and 51 caches in 60 minutes.  Put that calculator away, 

that�s 70.5 seconds per cache.  A personal best.  We rolled in to Prim and hit the freeway, we still had 

the Phobia Series to go.  Good bye and hail to the Trail of the Gods.  The God of Caching and the God of 

Off Roading was smilin on us that day. 

The Phobia Series was another speedy run through the power lines.  It was a little different in that most 

of the caches were hidden in the rocks near the towers.  We had a funny moment when ZSteve and 

legoboy shouted got it at the same time finding another replacement and original cache at the same 

time.  By now we were 18 hours into the trip and had netted over 600 caches.  
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The rest of the evening we drug our weary bones from cache to cache, finding some very nicely camoed 

caches outside of Jean. In the end we were deliberating on where to go next, having found all the 

caches we had planned on getting.  We had tallied 687 caches at 11:30pm and decided to call it a day. 

Mission accomplished our best caching day ever and a new World record for caches found in a day.  It 

was a lot of work and a great  amount of fun.   

The next day while heading to Tonopah to finish my Willin challenge, we retallied our cache total and 

came up with 695 caches, Dang! had we kept better track the previous day, we could have hit the 700 

mark.  Guess we have another goal for the next power trail. 

I had the BEST Geo Team assembled.  In this corner�.  with over 10,000 cache finds and the first 

cachers to complete the Cache Across America Challenge ZSteve ( crowd roar). 

And in this corner� the owner of the best geo rig ever, with over 10,000 cache finds and the best cache 

hider in Oregon legoboyjj. (More crowd noise.) 

And last but not least with over 7,000 cache finds and hider of over 100 semi clever caches Rain or 

Shine. 

Thank you to every cache owner who puts out caches in Cal-Nev. Especially  thanks to the NGA for 

taking the time to put out such an extensive series of caches. 
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